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Abstract. This paper introduces a proposal on developing a service oriented modelling and simulation architecture related to intelligent building management based on an existing open platform that is intended to
allow different people to participate and contribute at developing a intelligent building management service ecosystem. In this way, both users
and developers can compose new services, while the developer can focus on the most effective use of devices and data, instead of getting lost
in upgrading to the latest device driver. The novelty of the proposed
framework is the integration in the simulation loop of a Smart Building
Controller that can control the real and virtual devices at the facility
level. Therefore, the simulation model of the smart building integrates
both real as well as simulated devices. The web-based service oriented
software application allows to simulate the device-level and facility level
behaviour of an intelligent building. It demonstrates a strategy to define an Intelligent Building Management solution that includes scenario
simulation, testing of the functionality of the Smart Building Controller
(SBC), device monitoring and control, report generation, and implementation of device web services.
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1 Introduction
Today, novel modelling and simulation techniques reveal a completely new perspective on evaluating Intelligent Building Management solutions. State-of-theart perspective on available Smart Building Simulation reveals the following
most specific development directions.
Relating to Smart Building Simulation, in [1] the Performance Framework
Tool suite for simulating a smart building’s energy performance is described,
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as a set of applications that interoperate and exchange Building Information
Model data. It is shown that the existing state of the art focuses on the Building
Information Model ’s Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) standard (see [2] and
[3]), and that in the building lifecycle a great amount of information is lost at
various design phases because the BIM model is not used consistently. In [1] the
proposed PFT tool suite addresses these shortcomings by using the BIM IFC
model for simulation and virtual reality visualization with multi–user ”avatar”
capabilities in the Pudecas Smart Building Simulation and Visualisation software.
In [4] the Interactive Smart Home System (ISS) is described, as an interactive
smart home simulator. In this research, the smart house is considered as being
an environment made up of independent and distributed devices interacting to
support user’s goals and tasks. Therefore, by using ISS, the developer can realize
the relationships between virtual home space, surrounded environment, users and
home appliances.
Smart Energy Solutions’ Smart Energy simulator [5] is a cloud-based simulator for smart buildings. Its main features refers to energy analysis and thermal
load simulation (Smart Energy web-application). The Smart Energy application
includes a powerful thermal simulation engine that facilitates the web based simulation, it requires no installation, it includes the building model in simulation,
schedule simulation, air flow simulation, occupant-based analysis, predefined inputs based on real-world data (temperature), and user friendly visual reports.
Other approaches are oriented towards the adaptation of computer games and
related technologies to create virtual and mixed reality intelligent environments
(an extended discussion can be found in [6]).
Along with ensuring comfortable and green living environments, special attention should be given to sustaining structural integrity. The main danger to
buildings’ lifespan is caused by earthquakes and other natural disasters that can
interact negatively with the purpose of Smart and/or Intelligent Buildings. Researche of the past decades reveals new damping technologies (see for example
[7],[8]) and control strategies (see for example [9],[10],[11],[12]) that consistently
ensure structural safety prior, during and post seismic activity.
This present research proposes a service-oriented approach of creating and
using simulation models based on real and virtual devices integrated in a building model in order to a) test the functionality of intelligent building control
components (like smart building controllers) and b) to estimate and evaluate
power consumption at the facility level. The real and virtual device models are
hosted and exposed by a Simulation Engine web service and optionally by a Simulation Bridge web service. The fundamental advantage of this approach over
related references (see [13], for example) is a unitary description of the devices
based on web services and their integration in a Service Oriented Architecture
for Intelligent Building Management (section 2). These device web services can
be composed with a Smart Building Controller in order to test policies and
schedules (section 4), without the need of a dedicated building infrastructure.
In addition, the proposed approach integrates both human and structural safety
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(seismic events and response to natural disasters are considered), making the
architecture extensible and flexible. Thus, considering its pertinence to a large
range of buildings (regardless of infrastructure), its ability to incorporate a variety of devices (from elevator controllers and ventilation systems to seismic
dampers and fire protection), the approach that is discussed in this paper is
extensive and has a wide applicability expanse.
Therefore, in this proposed framework a service ecosystem dedicated to the
Intelligent Building Management solution development could be eventually created, both for control and monitoring, as well as for utilities cost estimation.
Such a service ecosystem would comprise a group of users within the industry
sharing their services for use across the group for testing or training.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a novel service oriented
perspective on developing Intelligent Building Management solutions. Section 3
introduces the main contribution of this work, the proposed service oriented
framework for smart building modelling and simulation that can integrate virtual
device models (through web services) and real devices. Section 4 presents working
results of the proposed strategy that uses simulation models integrating virtual
device models and real devices for testing the SBC behaviour. Section 5 presents
conclusions and further directions of development.

2 A Perspective on Service Orientation for Intelligent
Building Management
This section shortly describes the service-oriented approach to control and manage building facilities via intelligent controllers and a web-based portal [14] that
consists on an infrastructure for people to share their building control services
using a service-oriented platform (Fig. 1), so that:
1. users could define, search and compose building services according to their
facility needs through a portal, Environment Manager;
2. users can define working policies and schedules using a Policy Editor as
explained in section 3;
3. users can execute simulation before deployment accessing through a portal
a Simulation Engine by help of a Simulation Console.
The operation of the whole service-oriented framework is based on specific
service composition mechanisms, as follows:
1. Composition between the web-based building control application (Environment Manager) and a Smart Building Controller (WCF web service).
The Environment Manager consumes the Smart Building Controller (SBC)
service to enumerate devices, classes of devices, schedules and operation
timetables. At the same time, it allows to visualize the state of the devices
in the SBC, their direct control, as well as to edit the SBC’s schedules and
operation timetables;
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Fig. 1. The Service-Oriented Approach for Intelligent Building Management

2. Composition between a Smart Building Controller (WCF web service)
and the Simulation Engine (RESTful web service). This mechanism allows to include real devices from the SBC in a simulation, and to test the
Smart Building Controller in different operation scenarios. In this respect,
the controls and events are sent directly from the simulation scenario to the
SBC, to be processed. In this way, the functioning of the devices and the
policies defined in the SBC which are triggered by the events can be tested;
3. Composition of a Policy Editor (desktop application) with a Smart
Building Controller (WCF web service). This will allow to manage and
edit the functioning policies of the Smart Building Controller;
4. Composition of the Simulation Console (web application) with the Simulation Engine (RESTful web service). This allows to expose the functionality of the Simulation Engine as a web application to develop simulations;
5. Composition of the Simulation Console (web application) with the Report Generation Service (RESTful web service). This allows to generate
standard (PDF) simulation reports and to estimate power consumption and
operation costs of the devices present in a building;
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6. Automated composition of a Smart Building Controller (WCF web service) with the device control web services. This allows to control real devices
by using the corresponding web services and to automatically compose these
services with the Smart Building Controller web service;
7. Composition of a Smart Building Controller (WCF web service) with
the virtual device control web services, through the simulated device control
web service, i.e. the Simulation Bridge (WCF web service) [15].

3 A Service-Oriented Framework for Smart Building
Simulation
The proposed Simulation Framework is based on a service-oriented, web-based
Smart Building Simulator (SBS). In fact, the SBS is obtained by the composition of a Simulation Console (web application) with a Simulation Engine
(RESTful web service), see branch 4 in Fig. 1. This allows to expose the functionality of the Simulation Engine as a web application to develop simulation
scenarios.
Further, the Simulation Engine (RESTful web service) can be composed
with the Smart Building Controller (web service) and this composition will
allow to include in the simulation scenario the real devices controlled by the
SBC, and virtual device models through the Simulation Bridge, in order to
test the Smart Building Controller in different scenarios (see branch 2 in Fig. 1
and section 4 for a detailed example).
The two main goals of the Simulation Framework are the following:
1. testing the response of a Smart Building Controller (SBC) in various simulation scenarios (see section 4 for example and simulation results);
2. estimating the utility bill for a real building or a virtual building (whose
model integrates virtual device models) based on the definition, composition
and simulation of a simulation model.
The Simulation Framework Architecture that integrates the Smart Building
Simulator (SBS) is outlined in Fig. 2.
The Simulation Console communicates with the Simulation Engine to
create, manage and execute smart building simulations. The Simulation Engine manages one or more simulation scenarios in a simulation [16].
On the perspective of the Simulation Framework proposed in this paper, we
use the following definition of a simulation scenario:
Definition 1 A simulation scenario is a perspective created in the Simulation
Console by the composition of the following elements:
1. a set of time ordered events that are processed by the Simulation Engine
and visualised in the Simulation Console in the timeline of the simulation
scenario. They can be exchanged between the Simulation Engine and the
Smart Building Controller, in both directions, such as: a) External events
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Fig. 2. The Smart Building Simulator in the Service-Oriented Simulation Framework

can be sent from the simulation scenario (by the Simulation Engine) to be
processed by the Smart Building Controller, and b) The events from the SBC
can be imported into the simulation, instantiated and visualized through the
EventTypes window in Simulation Console;
2. a set of virtual devices, that means virtual objects hosted, created and managed in the Simulation Engine, as instances of virtual device classes defined
by the user for a given simulation. Virtual devices hosted by the Simulation
Engine are used for energy estimation only;
3. a set of real devices. The real devices are the devices installed at the facility
level. They can be recognized and controlled by the Smart Building Controller through the corresponding web services. Real device models imported
from the SBC in the simulation console are used by the Simulation Engine
to send commands to real devices during simulation.
The Simulation Framework allows the user to define one or more simulation
scenarios that can include three different types of events:
1. Control Command events. The CommandEvent is related to the Start/Stop
operations for virtual and real devices. These commands are used to start
and stop devices and are mainly used during energy consumption simulation;
2. Change Of Value (CoV) events. The ChangeOfValue event can be used to
change the value of a device property in the simulation. The user may choose
to place a ChangeOfValue event on the simulation scenarios timeline that
changes the power consumption or any parameter of a device to a specific
value. These events are related to virtual and real devices in a simulation. In
case of virtual devices the events are executed internally by the Simulation
Engine while for real devices the events are routed and executed to the SBC,
thus controlling real devices during simulation;
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3. External events. They are asynchronous user-defined event types that are
defined in and recognized by the Smart Building Controller as XML serializable object types. Through the Simulation Console, the Simulation Engine
imports the definitions of all the external event types defined in and recognized by the Smart Building Controller. External events can be instantiated
on the simulation timeline of the simulation scenario. When such an event
is executed during simulation, its XML serialized form is sent to the SBC’s
event queue.
When the execution of the simulation reaches one of the control command,
change of value or external event, the Simulation Engine (RESTful web service)
either executes the event internally or it is composed with the Smart Building
Controller (WCF web service) and routes events to the SBC. This is summarized
in Fig. 3.

Simulation Engine (RESTful web service)
Custom event: <alarmEvt><floor>2</floor>
<room>3</room></alarmEvt>

AC1.start() event

ControlDevice("AC1.Start()");

send("<alarmEvt>...");

TCP Server Event Queue

WSDL Interface

Policy 1
Smart Building Controller
(WCF web service)
6
AC web
service

6
Lights web
service

Policy 2

6
Other device control
web services

Fig. 3. Composition of the Simulation Engine and the Smart Building Controller
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4 Testing the response of a Smart Building Controller
The Smart Building Controller is the client-side service orchestration component
of the Service-Oriented Architecture [14]. Its role is to manage the operation of
physical building devices that are controlled by web services. The SBC, as an
orchestrator, manages the execution of device control web services by different
sets of user-defined operating schedules and policies [17].
Specific policies apply for the real-time behaviour of the Smart Building
Controller, using a specific set of rules combining event triggers, conditions and
actions to be executed if certain conditions are fulfilled or exceptions occur.
Definition 2 A Smart Building Controller policy is a set of rules of the form:
ON (Trigger) IF (Condition) THEN (Execute block of actions)
ELSE (Execute block of actions)
where:
– Trigger specifies the name of the rule trigger. It can be set to true or it can
take the name of an event type registered in the Smart Building Controller,
such as EarthquakeEvent (see section 4.1);
– Condition is an expression recognized by the Smart Building Controller at
runtime and evaluated as a boolean value.
Note: A condition can be composed from a set of web service call expressions,
device property reads, using a special Smart Building Controller calling convention.
The behaviour of the Smart Building Controller can be tested in various
scenarios. A Smart Building Controller test scenario may include real, as well
as virtual devices through the Simulation Bridge. Testing the Smart Building
Controller operation implies two aspects:
1. Sending ChangeOfValue events for various real devices to the Smart Building
Controller, as one or more web service calls and observing the response of
the Smart Building Controller in the real environment (the event is executed
and the device is controlled by altering its operating parameters);
2. Sending asynchronous events (external events in simulation) to the SBC’s
event queue and observing the results of the Smart Building Controller executing the event-triggered policy in the real environment.
In this case, the composition between the Simulation Engine and Smart
Building Controller, through the Simulation Console, is performed as follows:
1. The communication from the Simulation Engine to the Smart Building Controller consists of:
a) Establishing the connection to the SBC and create a blank simulation
scenario in the Simulation Console;
b) Sending external events defined in the simulation scenario (in the Simulation Console) to the SBC;
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c) Listing available devices defined in the SBC in the Simulation Console;
d) Sending ChangeOfValue commands to the devices installed in the SBC.
2. The communication from the Smart Building Controller to the Simulation
Engine consists of:
a) Importing the events defined in the SBC in the Simulation Console. The
SBC is ready to receive events through the external events mechanism
of the Simulation Engine;
b) Visualizing the event types in the EventTypes window in the Simulation
Console.
In order to test the behaviour of the Smart Building Controller, the following steps should be fulfilled in order to define and execute the corresponding
simulation scenario:
1. Define the events in the simulation scenario to be sent to the Smart Building
Controller. They are defined as external events and correspond to the events
list defined in the SBC (section 4.1);
2. Define the simulation scenario in the Simulation Console. It may include
real devices in the building infrastructure recognized and controlled by the
SBC and models of the virtual devices through the Simulation Bridge (section 4.2);
3. Define the policies and schedules for the Smart Building Controller operation, through the Policy Editor (section 4.3);
4. Execute simulation scenario in the Simulation Console and inspect the SBC’s
execution logs (section 4.4).
The following subsections present results that concern testing the SBC operation in a earthquake scenario using models of dedicated virtual devices through
the web service definition mechanism in the Simulation Bridge. Previous work
on this direction is related to the definition of the way in which emergency response protocols can be combined at a microscopic level with a Smart Building
Controller such as a high level of performance in what concerns comfort could
be assured [18].
4.1 Testing: Define a set of events
We define an EarthquakeEvent as a SBC serializable class containing the following fields:
1. Magnitude min: a double representing the minimum estimated magnitude of
the earthquake;
2. Time to earthquake: is a number (double) expressing the estimated number
of seconds until the earthquake actually occurs (see for reference [19]);
3. Geographical area: specifies the area in which the earthquake will occur.
For example, Vrancea.
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The event type is registered in the Smart Building Controller. This means
compiling the class in a shared .NET assembly and placing it in the SBC
EventTypes folder. At startup, the Smart Building Controller will register this
event by enumerating all public serializable classes from the EventTypes folder
shared assemblies.
4.2 Testing: Define a simulation scenario
The simulation scenario for the earthquake event management is presented in
Fig. 4. A blank simulation is created in the Simulation Console by connecting to
the SBC. A simulation scenario is defined spanning one day. The list of events
recognized by the SBC is automatically imported in the simulation model.

Fig. 4. Simulation scenario - Smart Building Controller earthquake testing scenario

The Simulation Bridge [20] is started and a virtual building device configuration is created with the following components (see also the connection configuration in Fig. 5):
1. GasSwitch: a virtual device that controls the gas distribution in the building
exposed with a single parameter: state = 0 ot 1
2. Light1, Light2, Light3: 3 virtual lights, exposed with a single parameter:
state = 0 or 1
3. EarthquakeAlarm: a virtual earthquake acousting alarm exposed with a single parameter: running = 0 or 1
4. It is assumed the building is situated in Vrancea geographical area or Romania.
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Fig. 5. List of connections - Smart Building Controller earthquake testing scenario

4.3 Testing: Define a set of policies
A Critical System Emergency Protocol may incorporates two policies: the seismic
response policy (SRP) and the disaster response policy (DRP) (see a detailed
discussion in [18]). Low level and high level policies could be defined, as follows:
– a low level policy deals with executive level actions. For example:
If earthquake magnitude is higher than 4, then turn on the active damping
system. Else, maintain the passive damping system.
– a high level policy queries one or more facility management systems and executes one or more low level policies. For example:
If earthquake alarm active and occupancy > 40% and security understaffed,
then apply emergency evacuation protocol number 6.
A three rule policy named EarthquakeAlarmPolicy is defined using the Policy Management System [21] as follows:
Rule 1 : If there are at least 10 seconds until the earthquake hits Vrancea, start
the acoustic alarm:
ON(EarthquakeEvent) IF (message.Geographical area.Equals(Vrancea) and
(message.Time to earthquake >=10) THEN [[EarthquakeAlarm.running=1]];

Rule 2 : If there is an earthquake in this area, if the magnitude is greater than
4, turn off the lights:
ON(EarthquakeEvent) IF (message.Geographical area.Equals(Vrancea) and
message.Magnitude min >=4.0) THEN [[GasSwitch.state=0]];

Rule 3 : No matter how large the magnitude, if the earthquake hits Vrancea,
turn off the three lights:
ON(EarthquakeEvent) IF (message.Geographical area.Equals(Vrancea)
THEN [[Light1.state=0]]; [[Light2.state=0]]; [[Light3.state=0]];
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4.4 Testing: Execute simulation scenario
The goal of this step was to test this policy in 3 earthquake alarm scenarios:
Behaviour 1 : On a magnitude 5 earthquake hitting Vrancea within the next
20 seconds, this policy would activate the virtual acoustics alarm, stop all lights
and turn off the gas distribution installation.
Behaviour 2 : On a magnitude 3 earthquake alarm hitting Vrancea in the next
5 seconds, this policy would turn off the Lights.
Behaviour 3 : On a magnitude 4 earthquake alarm hitting Vrancea in the next
8 seconds, this policy would turn off the gas installation and the lights.
Three custom events of the type EarthquakeEvent were created on the simulation time line, with the following fields (time expresses in seconds):
Event 1 : At simulation time 12:00 – Magnitude min = 5, Time to earthquake
= 20, Geographical area =Vrancea. Desired behaviour: Behaviour 1
Event 2 : At simulation time 14:00 – Magnitude min = 3, Time to earthquake
= 5, Geographica area = Vrancea. Desired behaviour: Behaviour 2.
Event 3 : At simulation time 16:00 – Magnitude min = 4, Time to earthquake
= 8, Geographical area = Vrancea. Desired behaviour: Behaviour 3.
An excerpt of the obtained results are present in the following figures and
tables.
Table 1 depicts the policy execution in the SBC and the event log when the
event 1 is received in the SBC.
Table 1. Events log in the Smart Building Controller - policy execution
Date

Time

14.09.2012 00:31:37.545

Device ID

Logged actions

Type

0

EarthquakeEvent:
Magnitude min=5
Time to earthquake=20
Geographical area=Vrancea
EarthquakeAlarm:
running=1
GasSwitch:
state=0
Light1:
state=0
Light2:
state=0
Light3:
state=0

event

14.09.2012 00:31:37.590 1211008
14.09.2012 00:31:37.608 1211004
14.09.2012 00:31:37.617 1211005
14.09.2012 00:31:37.626 1211006
14.09.2012 00:31:37.638 1211007

Earthquake
Alarm Policy
Earthquake
Alarm Policy
Earthquake
Alarm Policy
Earthquake
Alarm Policy
Earthquake
Alarm Policy
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The earthquake event Event 1 is sent by the Simulation Engine, a Single Step
simulation is executed and the event is correctly received by the SBC (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. The earthquake event is received in the SBC

The Event Manager window depicts the SBC log (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. The earthquake event is received in the SBC - SBC log

5 Conclusions and further development directions
The Simulation Framework introduced in this paper serves two purposes. On
one hand, it assist in testing the behaviour of a Smart Building Controller using
simulation scenarios. This is achieved by creating a simulation scenario containing events to be sent to and processed by a real Smart Building Controller. On
the second, it may further allow estimating the energy consumption in a building
environment without real devices being installed. This option will be developed
in future experiments. Optionally, the simulator can also estimate the energy
consumption of real devices by creating a simulation from the set of devices
installed in a Smart Building Controller.
Apart from the already mentioned advantages of this solution, this work
introduces the notion of policy, that means a set of rules that govern device
control according to user preferences. The novelty of this work consists on the
extension of the service oriented mechanisms at the policy level, that means
the definition of the conditions for the Smart Building Controller policies based
on web service composition and testing their proper execution using a serviceoriented simulation framework. Due to the service oriented nature of the Smart
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Building Controller, a condition can be composed from a set of web service call
expressions, device property reads, using a special Smart Building Controller
calling convention.
Further developments of the proposed service oriented infrastructure would
approach an openly integration of functionalities, devices, simulation and operation scenarios, related to different operation and security aspects for intelligent
building management. An example referring to earthquake monitoring and response is included that depicts testing the behaviour of the Smart Building
Controller in simulation scenarios that include virtual devices control.
Also, this strategy can be used to provide users with practical and research
experience with HITL (hardware-in-the-loop) technique for training and testing
of Intelligent Building Management solutions.
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